"Our mission is to bring healthcare of international standards within the reach of every individual. We are committed to the achievement and maintenance of excellence in education, research and healthcare for the benefit of humanity."
The cornerstones of Apollo’s legacy – our unwavering dedication to clinical excellence, our relentless pursuit of expertise and the ever-tender Apollo empathy – continue to be the vital elements in our vision and plan for the future.

In 1983, we built Apollo with just a handful of team members. It was, in fact, a team of just 25. But what we lacked in numbers, we more than made up in commitment, effort and vision. This passion translated into an almost unbelievable growth, and today we are Asia’s foremost integrated healthcare provider, with a team strength of over 80,000.

Today, a new wave of Indian healthcare is upon us. At Apollo we are ready for the change. We are focussed on the constant endeavour to make healthcare more effective and inclusive.

The cornerstones of Apollo’s legacy – its unwavering dedication to clinical excellence, its relentless pursuit of expertise and the ever-tender Apollo empathy, continue to be the vital elements in its vision and plan for the future.

India is over a billion people strong and growing. Right now we need every hand, every resource, every dream, every vision to come together and weave its magic. That is the only way we can meet the huge demands in the ecosystem. Enriched with the trust earned over 30 years, Apollo Hospitals is committed to keeping individuals fighting fit, and ready to ride the crest of progress.

We have all been blessed with the priceless gift of good health. Nurturing this gift is our biggest individual and collective responsibility. It is good health that will make our lives truly, a lot richer.

Here’s to a brighter future. A healthier future.

Dr. Prathap C Reddy
Founder Chairman, Apollo Hospitals Group

“Life is priceless”
Live Healthy, India
A NEW BRAND OF HEALTHCARE IS HERE. INTEGRATED, PATIENT-CENTRIC AND TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN. IT IS THE HEALTHCARE FOR THE NEW FRONTIER.
Changing lifestyles, global dynamics and a rapidly evolving technological front has resulted in the genesis of a new kind of healthcare.

Healthcare which is moving beyond silos - healthcare that is becoming inclusive, collaborative. This new healthcare is completely patient-centric and takes care to make patient experience as smooth, effective and efficient as possible.

The new healthcare delivery paradigm is driven by collaboration, innovation, easy access, and is reinforced by technology. It is Apollo Hospitals’ new vision - and it is a vision to help rethink, reinvent and rewrite the nation’s healthcare blueprint.
WHAT GOOD IS SIZE UNLESS IT BENEFITS ALL STAKEHOLDERS.

HEALTHCARE OF THE FUTURE WILL BE OPTIMISED BY INTEGRATED MODELS.

Hospitals • Clinics • Pharmacies • Consultancy • Telehealth • Research • Education • Insurance
Apollo Hospitals pioneered the concept of integrated healthcare in the country. The Group anticipated, very early in the day, that healthcare systems of the future will not operate in silos. The most advanced and patient-centric healthcare providers will be those who have robust infrastructure at every touchpoint of the delivery chain. Today, Apollo is the foremost integrated healthcare provider in Asia. And the Apollo Circle of Life is the brick and mortar reality of this vision.

Apollo Hospitals Group, has owned and managed hospitals, diagnostic clinics, dispensing pharmacies and consultancy services. In addition, the Group’s service offerings include third party administration services and health insurance. To enhance performance and service to customers, the Group also makes available the services to support business, education, telehealth programmes & research services and a host of other non-profit projects.

The future will see accelerated development of the integrated model. Apollo firmly believes that a seamless healthcare model is the most effective way to harness the huge progress in areas like technology, communication and collaboration, and that it will exponentially increase its competitive advantage.
Providing clinical excellence is the first pillar of the Apollo philosophy. The Group pioneered the concept of clinical excellence in the country and has since then taken it to the highest frontiers. Skilled doctors and minutely detailed protocols have ensured Apollo’s place among the world’s best, in terms of outcomes and clinical excellence. Today, Apollo Hospitals has the largest number of JCI accredited hospitals in the entire region. A testimony of the Group’s strong association with first class healthcare is the fact that every year patients from over 121 countries come to Apollo for treatment.

Another area of Indian healthcare that has been galvanised is that of cutting edge expertise. Again Apollo has been at the fore-front of this march. The Group’s strategy, on this front, has been simple – provide the best quality of medical treatment possible. This has been enabled by attracting the best doctors, nurturing the best support staff and investing in tomorrow’s technology. The best equipment has also played its part in setting higher quality benchmarks. Huge investments have been made in new equipment like the 320 Slice CT Scanner, the revolutionary CyberKnife, Novalis Tx Radiosurgery System and Proton Therapy, the most advanced radiation therapy technology.

The Apollo Standards of Clinical Care (TASCC)
Apollo Hospitals aims at establishing standards of clinical care that ensure that all its hospitals deliver safe and quality clinical care to all its patients, irrespective of the location and size of the hospital. TASCC embody sets of process requirements and sets of outcome measures that underlie the Apollo Hospitals approach to clinical care.

The average scores of TASCC include our clinical excellence scorecards; Apollo Clinical Excellence@25 (ACE@25); Rocket ACE (RACE); the Apollo Quality Programme (AQP) dashboard; Incidents, Mortality Review and Apollo Critical Policies, Plans and Procedure (ACPPP)
APOLLO HOSPITALS, INTRODUCED CLINICAL EXCELLENCE IN THE INDIAN HEALTHCARE LEXICON.
IT IS OUR PROUDEST LEGACY. EVERY DAY, EVERY MEMBER OF THE APOLLO FAMILY GOES THAT EXTRA MILE TO PROTECT IT, TO NURTURE IT, AND TO GROW IT.

• 7 JCI accredited Hospitals • TASCC • Patients from 121 countries
Being at the forefront of Indian healthcare, the Apollo Hospitals Group feels a strong sense of responsibility to align their expansion plans with the needs of the country. The Group strongly believes in impactful growth - that will have a profound impact on social targets too.

India needs hospitals. India needs her healthcare dichotomies removed. The Group’s vision and its growth plans will help do that. There is an equally sharp focus on smaller towns, the semi urban centres. Gradually the expansion will work inwards, to rural India.

Apollo REACH Hospitals aim to launch hospitals in district headquarters, and facilitate world-class care to smaller towns. The project will ensure the provision of Reliable, Efficient, Accessible, and Community Healthcare (REACH) in non-metro regions. Apollo Reach Hospitals are intended to complement existing private and public healthcare facilities in the proposed town and village.

Apollo Reach Hospitals, Karaikudi — Inaugurated by the former Prime Minister of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh.
Cardiac Sciences
- Cardiothoracic Vascular Surgery
- Minimally Invasive Cardiac Surgery
- Paediatric CTVS
- Interventional Cardiology
- Non-surgical Closure of Heart Defects
- Non-invasive Cardiology
- Paediatric Cardiology
- CT Angiography
- Electrophysiology
- Stem Cell Research

Orthopaedics
- Joint Replacements
- Spinal Surgery
- Spine Robotics
- Key Hole Surgery
- Minimally Invasive Orthopaedic Surgery
- Surface Arthroplasty of Hip (Birmingham Hip/ASR)
- Arthroscopic Therapy
- Cartilage Restoration
- Trauma & Fracture Surgery
- Paediatric Orthopaedics
- Sports Medicine
- Arthritis
Neurosciences
- Dedicated X-Knife with Clinic 600 SR
- Computer Assisted Neuro Surgery
- Frame based Stereotaxy
- Interventional Neuro Radiology
- Microsurgical Instrumentation
- Neuro Endoscopy
- Spinal Instrumentation
- Deep Brain Stimulation Surgery
- Epilepsy Surgery
- Auditory Brain Stem Implements
- Skull Based Surgery
- CV Junction Surgery
- Endoscopic Brain Surgeries
- Surgeries of Facial Brain System
- PET Suite (PET MRI and PET CT under one roof)

Emergency
- Accessibility, Efficiency and Empathy
- ER Trained Staff (Doctors and Nursing Both)
- Multidisciplinary Team
- Access to Sophisticated Equipment
- Round-the-clock Service
- High-end Training
- Standard Clinical Pathways and Protocols
- Air Ambulance
- Barrier Nursing
- GPS Enabled Ambulances
- Point Of Care Testing in Ambulances

Transplant
- Liver Transplant
- Kidney Transplant
- Heart Transplant
- Pancreas Transplant
- Multiorgan Transplant
- Hepatology, Gastroenterology and Gastro Intestinal Surgery
- Nephrology and Urology

7000 DOCTORS.
50 SPECIALITIES. APOLLO CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE.
POWERED BY A RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF PERFECTION.
Apollo Cancer Institutes, an integral part of the Apollo Hospitals Group, are among the leading cancer care centres in the country. With latest medical gadgets and state-of-the-art technology, manned by a highly skilled pool of consultants with unmatched competence and expertise, the hospital adopts a multidisciplinary approach to offer services of international standards across the entire spectrum of oncology care - screening, evaluation, diagnosis and treatment, palliative care and rehabilitation – all under one roof.

Clinical Excellence
- Apollo Hospitals provides treatment through the Tumour Board. This consists of a panel of Medical, Surgical and Radiation Oncologists, together with Radiologists, Histopathologists and consultants from relevant specialties, who examine referred cases and jointly decide on the best line of treatment for them.
- Apollo Hospitals also offers speciality clinics like The Breast Clinic, Brain Clinic, Thyroid Clinic and Prostate Clinic.

Radiation Oncology
- TrueBeam STx system is the fastest, simplest and most precise system to accurately target tumours of the brain, spine, lung and other areas that are typically difficult to treat surgically.
The Novalis Tx - the latest technology in Radiation Therapy, which comes with the advantage of maximising tumour destruction while minimising damage to the normal tissues.

The Cyberknife® Robotic Radio Surgery System is the world's first and only radio surgery system designed to treat tumours anywhere in the body with sub-millimeter accuracy.

TomoTherapy HDA combines an advanced form of Adaptive Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT), and Online CBCT Imaging with the accuracy of Computed Tomography (CT) scanning technology, all in one machine.

Surgical Oncology
- Surgeries for all types of Cancer including Commando surgery for Head and Neck Cancer, Whipple’s surgery for Pancreatic Cancer, major Colorectal surgeries, Liver Resection, conservative Breast surgeries etc are performed regularly with enviable success ratio.
- Latest bleeding control equipment like CUSA, Ligasure, Tissue Link and Electrocautery – leading to bloodless surgery.
- Organ Preservation surgeries make it possible to preserve organs like breast, larynx etc

Medical Oncology
- Latest medicine with minimum side effects
- Implantation and proper maintenance of Port-a Cath, PICC lines etc
- Day Care Chemotherapy - no hospitalisation / overnight stay
- Chemo Admixture Unit – zero drug wastage and most accurate mixing of drugs
- Preventive management of chemotherapy side effects
- Specially trained team of nurses, junior doctors and supporting team.

Hemato Oncology & Bone Marrow Transplant
Apollo Hospitals offer the entire range of hemato-oncology services including the diagnosis and management of the entire spectrum of Acute and Chronic Leukaemia, Lymphomas and Myelomas.

Paediatric Oncology
Apollo has a dedicated Paediatric Oncology Division with specialist teams to manage childhood cancers like all types of blood and lymph node cancers.
- Cancer Diagnostic & Screening Services
- Nuclear Medicine Services including Dual Head SPECT Gamma Camera, 3T MRI and 320 Slice CT scans, PET/CT and revolutionary PET/ MRI.
- Complete range of Hematology, Biochemistry, Histology and Pathology services, all types of open and minimally invasive biopsies.
- Liquid Biopsy, Immuno Histochemistry, RTPCR, FISS, Mutation and Genetic Studies

Pain Management, Palliative Therapy and Rehabilitation:
For advanced cancer or for aged/weak patients who are unable to benefit from treatment, routine palliative therapy is available.

Preventive Oncology
The Department of Preventive Oncology offers the following services
- Education on Cancer Prevention and Early Detection and Screening
- Cancer Screening and Follow-up Clinics
- CME programmes

360 degree Cancer Screening Programme
The three common cancers particularly relevant to India are Cancers of the head and neck (3,00,000 new cases detected every year), Cervix (1,00,000 new cases detected every year) and breast (80,000 new cases detected every year).

The six cancer screening clinics are:
- Head and neck
- Prostate
- Breast
- Gynaec
- Colorectal
- Lung

Cancer Support Network
Cancer survivors’ groups are associations for people with cancer and those touched by the disease.

They can have many benefits. Even though a lot of people receive support from friends and family, the number one reason they join a support group is to be with others with similar cancer experiences. Some research shows that joining a support group improves both quality of life and survival.

Apollo Support groups can:
- Help you feel better, more hopeful, and not so alone
- Give you a chance to talk about your feelings and work through them
- Help you deal with practical problems, such as problems at work or school
- Help you cope with side effects of treatment
- Be an effective team member in Preventive Oncology and cancer screening

www.CancerIsConquerable.com
THE SMARTER WAY.
THE MORE ECONOMICAL WAY.
THE BETTER WAY.

PREVENTIVE HEALTHCARE IS GOING TO BE THE INVESTMENT FOR A HEALTHIER TOMORROW.

15 million Preventive Health Checks
The most effective way of demand management in healthcare is preventive healthcare - this includes wellness, immunisation and disease management. This is especially true in the case of lifestyle related ailments like diabetes, cardiovascular ailments.

Increased focus on preventive healthcare is helping and will help India fight its growing battle with these lifestyle ailments.

In India, Apollo Hospitals pioneered the concept of preventive healthcare. It has focused its efforts to propagate the concept of wellbeing through preventive health check packages. The preventive health check packages are designed to suit the needs of a wide cross-section of people, across age groups.

The other significant facet of Apollo’s preventive healthcare is that we have been able to successfully combine it with some of the ancient Indian healthcare techniques like ayurveda, yoga, pranic healing etc.

Into the future, Apollo Hospitals has plans to leverage its vast experience in the field of preventive healthcare and help implement large scale national screening and epidemiology programmes with government bodies.

Apollo Personalised Health Chek
At Apollo Hospitals we recognise that no two individuals can have the same health status and therefore rather than doing a standard health check for everyone, we customise an exclusive health check for each person after a thorough understanding of the lifestyle, family history and other vital details. This unique offering is the Apollo Personalised Health Check and there is a paradigm shift in the manner in which health check are delivered.

Apollo Personalised Health Chek with DNA+
Apollo Hospitals offers a personal Genome Analysis, for the first time in India. This one time test will analyse and assess your unique DNA make-up to understand its impact on your genetic predisposition for more than 62 conditions including cardiovascular disease, diabetes and cancers.

The DNA+ Advantage
- Takes into account your distinctive DNA architecture
- Helps you and your physician to understand your genetic strengths and weaknesses, risks and characteristics
- Genetic risk predisposition for 62 diseases.
ASK APOLLO- ONE-STOP SOLUTION FOR HEALTHCARE NEEDS

A FIRST OF ITS KIND MEDICAL PLATFORM IN THE COUNTRY FOR REMOTE PATIENT CARE

- Easy access to Healthcare services
- Trusted and Instant Care
- Uncompromised privacy
- Hassle-free, time and cost saving
Ask Apollo offers the following services:

- Book a physical Appointment for consultation
  - A complete solution for booking Appointments
  - Say Goodbye to booking appointments through phone calls
  - Choose your preferred Doctor from the list of specialists at Apollo
  - Schedule your appointment directly as per your convenience
  - Receive instant Email & SMS reminders for every appointment booked online
  - Rescheduling appointment is easier

- Online Consultation
  - Choose your Doctor
  - Pay for consultation
  - Consult the Doctor 24X7 from anywhere in the world
  - Get Prescription
  - Get Diet and Nutrition related advice
  - Seek Expert opinion anytime, anywhere
  - Consult with a Board of Specialists for critical ailments
  - No hassle of travelling to the clinic or hospital
  - Multiple Options to Connect - video, voice and mail

- Book a Health Check
  - View complete list of Health Checks at Apollo
  - Select personalized packages for the best of your health
  - Online booking and gifting of Health Check
  - Online payment and Registration

- Online Health Records
  - Helps to access all your health information online.
  - Convenience of viewing and printing lab reports from your login
  - Enables to maintain a record of your medical history.
  - Request Homecare

For trusted and personalized care, patients and family members can avail any of our comprehensive list of services, in the comfort of home.

No matter where you go, you can carry quality healthcare with you, with Ask Apollo. A unique healthcare platform that lets you consult Apollo's finest doctors online, helps you book appointments, access reports and book a preventive health check. So no matter where you are, great healthcare is right at hand!
A DAY AT APOLLO HOSPITALS

- 20,000 Foot Falls
- 2,200 Admissions
- 800 Major Surgeries
- 800 CT Scans
- 400 MRI
- 40 Cardiac Surgeries
- 900 Dialysis
- 3-4 Organ Transplants
- 1,000 Health Checks
MILESTONES OF APOLLO HOSPITALS

- 160,000 Heart Surgeries
- 25 World-Class Institutes
- Over 31,000 Joint Replacements
- Revolutionary Spine Robotics Infrastructure
- Over 1200 Bone Marrow Transplants
- First Cord Blood Transplant for Leukaemia
- First Liver Transplant in India in 1998
- First programme to cross 1500 Liver Transplants
- 410 Liver & 1217 Kidney Transplants in 2015
- Over 16,000 Kidney Transplants
- One of the country’s largest dialysis networks
- First Liver Transplant in Children and Adults in the country
- First Multi-Organ Transplant
- Asia’s first en-bloc combined Heart & Liver Transplant
RESEARCH & INNOVATION HOLD THE KEY TO THE FUTURE. A SIMPLE TRUTH THAT HAS GUIDED US IN OUR JOURNEY SO FAR. AN AREA WHICH WILL BE AT THE HEART OF OUR JOURNEY AHEAD.

• 14 Locations • 700 Trials • 60 Clinical Research Coordinators
• Over 200 Principal Investigators
Apollo Hospitals is committed to Research led healthcare delivery and clinical excellence. In this pursuit it has established the Apollo Hospitals Educational & Research Foundation (AHERF). AHERF is an autonomous organisation envisaged to spearhead Research & Innovation for the Apollo Hospitals Group. Recognising the need to sustain clinical excellence, AHERF provides a platform for innovation in healthcare such that new therapies, technologies, processes and models can be brought forth for improved clinical outcomes, cost reduction and better patient care. AHERF works across a diverse set of research areas namely – drug trials, device and software validation studies and co-development, basic and translational research, public health studies and healthcare innovation through creative collaboration.

**Translational Research:**
Bio-Banking & Personalised Medicine: Apollo Hospitals is committed to translating research into clinical outcomes for patient benefit. With this aspiration, Apollo Hospitals has recently incubated Sapien Biosciences within AHERF’s facility in Hyderabad. Sapien Biosciences is currently in the process of creating a world class bio-bank comprising of high-quality ethically-consented human tissues and associated data. This shall greatly facilitate the discovery of new biomarkers, diagnostics and the prosecution of new and known therapeutics.

Sapien shall also fulfil our vision of delivering better clinical outcomes by offering personalised medicine services to Apollo Hospitals. The company shall leverage pathological data to develop high-end diagnostics for various diseases and shall also provide genetic risk assessment tools. It intends to also bring to patient-specific gene-based diagnostic panels for cancer, diabetes and ophthalmology ailments to transform the diagnosis and treatment regimens. These developments shall drive transformation from reactive to preventive healthcare management amongst patients.

Glioblastomas: AHERF is in the process of developing a circulating biomarkers (CBMs) based diagnostic panel for detection and screening of glioblastomas (GBMs) directly from the blood. This technology is based on the principle that CBM levels are increased in GBM patients and these are quantifiable using the existing molecular diagnostic technologies. This minimally invasive technology enables gaining information about the GBM profile without the need for an invasive biopsy. Further, this panel can also be used for real time monitoring of GBM post surgery for any cases of metastasis.

**Basic Research:**
Genetic Association of Coronary Artery Disease in young Indian adults: In pursuit of assessing the existence of such a genetic predisposition towards Myocardial Infarction (MI) amongst young Indians, AHERF used a state-of-the-art technology platform, to perform genomic data analysis for detecting genome specific signatures and associations for MI in a small exploratory study. The encouraging results of this pilot study indicate that the genetic factors contributing to a high incidence of MI at a younger age in Indians, are linked with other risk factors. A full-scale study can provide robust genomic markers for risk prediction and disease progression which can then lead to the development of new management algorithms. With the next phase of such studies, Apollo aspires to establish a firm footing in the genomics arena.

Pathogen detection and discovery through a high throughput platform: A large number of pulmonary infections go undiagnosed, as the causative organism cannot be identified. This collaborative project with an internationally renowned virologist at the International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB) validated the usefulness of this new technology for discovering novel pathogens in the throat. Swabs of patients with chest infections were taken and a pattern of infection was established alongside identifying some new pathogens.

www.apolloari.com
Clinical Research:
Apollo Hospitals through AHERF has established India’s single largest integrated site solutions organization which coordinates the conduct of clinical studies across 14 sites. AHERF has coordinated over 700 clinical studies over the past decade and comprises of a dedicated team of GCP trained clinical trials managers and research coordinators. It has over 200 principle investigators on its panel from across the group and has established the required framework of Institutional Ethics Committees (IECs) across 14 locations. AHERF has the experience of working with most of the major multi-national pharmaceutical & bio-tech companies, CROs, KPOs, etc., across the globe.

One of several firsts, AHERF has also established a DCGI registered Central Ethics Committee to approve multi-centric trials and has developed a centralised study management system to track and monitor the progress of studies across the hospital network. The research team has the capability to facilitate validation studies for drugs, devices & software products amongst others. The focus on quality assurance and patient safety is of paramount importance to Apollo and we are proud of setting an unparalleled benchmark in ethics within the industry.

Innovation:
It’s our ambition to converge Healthcare, Technology and Life Sciences to provide Bench-to-Bedside Innovation thus enabling improved and more affordable healthcare solutions for patients.

Software: Apollo is in the process of collaborating with a Canadian technology start-up which has come up with a technology capable of detecting a range of cardiac health issues and abnormalities from a simple non-invasive ECG test. Their CardioAnalysis® technology quickly detects and even predicts issues beyond what a standard ECG analysis can provide. In addition, it provides unique diagnostic capabilities for cardiac diseases that normally could only be detected with much more costly, time consuming and invasive testing. This is likely to be a disruptive innovation in cardiology related diagnostics.

Devices: Apollo Hospitals entered into a collaboration with Medtronic recently wherein, the collaborators are in the process of bringing to market an innovative, affordable and portable haemodialysis system in India to help improve access to care for End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) patients who need Renal Replacement Therapy (RRT). The two companies expect that a new portable system would broaden the healthcare providers’ ability to serve patients from hospital to home, saving costs to them while increasing the access and efficiency. The collaboration will leverage a Medtronic-developed technology platform created with clinical insights from Apollo envisioning a reduction in cost by 10—20 per cent for patients.

AHERF is in the process of creating an idea pipeline to develop or facilitate the development of products which can be applied in the clinic for improved outcomes, affordability and access.

Epidemiological Research:
Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease: This is a serious condition that can be reversed and unlike the earlier belief, can occur in non-obese individuals. This study has established the frequency of this condition in obese and non-obese young school going urban children by performing ultrasound examination in over 600 children. AHERF with INCLEN successfully achieved funding from the ICMR to undertake this nationally important project.

Health Status of rural population: This population study was conducted in collaboration with Department of Health, Tamil Nadu to assess the prevalence of anaemia and obesity in 20,000 girls and women. This data shall be used to contribute to the National Health Report which in turn will be used to make key recommendations to improve health parameters in Tamil Nadu via the mid-day meals scheme.

Assessment of newer coronary risk factors in asymptomatic subjects: A retrospective study to assess the major, newer and gender based risk factors for coronary artery disease in 1000 asymptomatic patients undergoing the heart check at Apollo Hospitals Chennai.

Assessment of Osteoporosis in geriatric population: A retrospective study to assess the prevalence of osteoporosis in 3000 patients above 60 years, undergoing senior citizens health check at Apollo Chennai.

Total Health:
Apollo Hospitals, driven by Chairman Dr. PC Reddy’s vision to provide health to all, has undertaken an ambitious project called Total Health which has been implemented in a village called Aragonda, in the Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh. Aragonda has a population of 70,000 individuals and through the project envisaged, Apollo intends to reach out to this entire community to deliver Total Health. This project is innovative because it is unprecedented in terms of scope, scale and process. Apollo Hospitals has established a Total Health Trust which is slated to govern and achieve the objectives of the ambitious project.

Clinical Research Education:
AHERF, in affiliation to Anna University Chennai is successfully running the Advanced Certificate Course in Clinical Research at 5 centers pan India (Ahmedabad, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata and New Delhi), with the objective to develop clinical research professionals for the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry. It is the only institute in the country which offers a full time 6 month internship to its students in a hospital environment. We have successfully trained over 400 professionals and facilitated placements for a majority of our cadre in the industry.
Evolving healthcare through cutting edge research & innovation.
A PLAN WITHOUT ACTION IS JUST A WISH. NEW AGE HEALTHCARE NEEDS HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS WHO CAN SEE TOMORROW. OUR HEALTH KNOWLEDGE VERTICAL IS A VITAL ACTION POINT IN OUR ROADMAP AHEAD.

- Reversing brain-drain since our inception
- Apollo Medskills
Cognizant of the enormity and the complexity of the issue, Apollo is strengthening its initiatives in the domain of Health Education - skilling and up-skilling in the healthcare space.

Since inception, the Group has been involved in reversing the brain drain of talented Indian doctors and has built quality education infrastructure which includes Nursing Colleges, Courses for Allied Health professionals, Hospital Management programmes and ongoing CME’s for doctors and nurses.

However, a long road lies ahead. The picture of the Indian work force landscape in the healthcare domain illustrates that we have only 6 doctors per 10,000 population and 10 nurses per 10,000 populations as against US figures of 26 and 94 respectively. The demand projection estimates that India needs 14.3 million healthcare personnel by 2022.

Medical education definitely needs a boost to align itself to the healthcare of tomorrow. To meet this challenge, a vertical focused exclusively on Healthcare Education is being created and this will encompass the following divisions:

1. Apollo Medskills – Collaborating with the Ministry of Finance, Government of India initiative of the National Skill Development Corporation, Apollo Medskills Ltd plans to contribute to the skill requirement of the country by adding 4 lakh healthcare professionals to the industry by 2022. Its main objective is to make the Indian youth skilled and employable through numerous upskilling training programmes covering the entire range of healthcare manpower requirements – from Doctors to Paramedics and Healthcare support staff. To know more - www.apollomedskills.com

2. Apollo University Education comprising Allied Medical college, Nursing colleges, Pharmacy colleges, Allied Health colleges, Hospital Management programmes.
   To know more - www.apollohcm.ac.in,
   www.apolloiha.ac.in,
   www.apollohospitalseducation.com/college

3. Apollo Medvarsity – India’s first medical e-learning venture, to deliver information technology based quality education to the healthcare providers at any distance. To know more - www.medvarsity.com

4. Apollo Medical Finishing School which has brought about a paradigm shift from the traditional teaching approach to one that elicits interest, nurtures curiosity and encourages questioning through its state-of-the-art skill development centres which encompass various high end facilities like Simulation Laboratory, Computer Lab, Web Conferencing, Communication and Soft Skills training.
INTEGRATED. FAMILY-FOCUSED. PRIMARY HEALTHCARE. THE PERFECT ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR DAY-TO-DAY HEALTHCARE NEEDS.
Apollo Health and Lifestyle Limited (AHLL) is one of the Group’s most ambitious initiatives, incorporated to deliver family-focused primary healthcare services through branded Apollo Clinics, across India and its neighbouring countries.

AHLL Clinics are equipped to provide a one-stop solution for the primary healthcare needs of the family, and provide tele-consultation, diagnostic and pharmacy services.

The Group has established a network of over 100 Apollo Clinics across the country. Apollo Clinics are committed to providing consistently superior quality healthcare services to address the day-to-day healthcare needs of the family. To maximise convenience and comfort, the Apollo Clinic is an integrated model and offers facilities for Specialist Consultations, Diagnostics, Preventive Health Checks and 24 hour Pharmacy, all under one roof. To know more - www.apolloclinic.com

Apollo Cradle is a boutique birthing centre, conceived to ensure that the birthing experience will never be the same again. True to its motto, ‘Delivering Joy’, The Cradle recognises the fact that pregnancy and motherhood are wonderful chapters in a woman’s life, and has helped mothers deliver babies in an environment of comfort and warmth, supported by a compassionate team of nurses and physicians including obstetricians, gynaecologists, neonatologists and paediatricians. To know more - www.apollocradle.com

The Group is ramping up its Sugar Clinic initiative, in the face of rapidly escalating diabetes. The new speciality clinics for diabetes management and care will leverage new technology to enhance reach. Customised mobile applications will enable the patient to send the sugar count and blood pressure level readings to the doctor in case regular monitoring is required. To know more - www.apollosugar.com
Apollo White Dental

Apollo WHITE dental offers you everything from basic dental services to premium, avant-garde cosmetic dentistry. Our unique Dental Spas are designed to relax you with their luxurious and comfortable ambience, when you are getting treated. Over 400 experienced dental experts at our world class clinics are committed to help you get the smile you deserve.

To know more - www.apollowhitedental.com
In line with Apollo’s vision of touching a billion lives and with an aim to providing world-class healthcare that is accessible to all, Apollo Spectra gives you the advantage of expert and quality healthcare with all the benefits of a large hospital but in a more accessible facility.

With 10 centres across 7 cities – Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Jaipur, Kanpur, Mumbai and Pune, over 50,000 successful surgeries with excellent clinical outcomes, and over 930 leading doctors, Apollo Spectra Hospitals continue to set new standards in healthcare services.

Advanced technologies, world-class infrastructure and the best doctors all come together to deliver personalised care enabling faster recovery. Apollo Spectra safety protocols are of the highest standards. The members of Apollo Spectra’s Infection Control Team are responsible for advising and educating staff at all levels, laying down policies, conducting audits and providing best practices advice about preventing the incidence of infections in the hospital setting. A near-zero incidence of infection since inception bear out this fact.

The hospital offers superlative care in a wide range of surgical specialities including Bariatric Surgery, ENT, General & Laparoscopic Surgery, Orthopaedics & Spine, Urology, Varicose Veins, to name a few. Each facility in the Apollo Spectra Hospitals Group spans an area anywhere between 18000 – 30000 sq ft and houses 4-5 ultra-modern modular OTs. Other infrastructure includes surgical ICUs, state-of-the-art rehabilitation unit, in-house pharmacy, and in-patients’ family waiting area.

With its dedicated international patient service team, Apollo Spectra provides quality healthcare for patients from all over the world including the USA, Europe, Africa, the Middle East and South East Asia. The patients are pre-screened for existing medical conditions and are suggested courses of treatment, along with cost estimates. International verification of insurance coverage is also undertaken by the Apollo Spectra representatives. The international patient services team ensures that at the time of discharge the patients receive the right information, including translated materials and consolidated bills. The team also discusses and plans follow-up visits and future treatment needs in the patient’s home country.

Spectrum of services
- Consultations
- Health Checks
- Speciality Clinics
- Counselling
- Radiology
- Lab services
- Pharmacy
- Surgeries
- Physiotherapy & Rehabilitation

The Apollo Spectra Advantage
- Assurance of Apollo - trusted quality, 30 years of heritage
- World class facility with top consultants, latest technology and an advanced surgical ICU
- Close to zero infection rates
- Speciality healthcare services, from consultations to surgeries at a convenient neighbourhood location
- Insurance approved single-line billing; no hidden charges
- Easy admission and discharge

To know more - [www.apollospectra.com](http://www.apollospectra.com)
APOLLO DIAGNOSTICS

At Apollo Health & Lifestyle, India’s first name in corporate healthcare, ‘good health for all’ is the abiding focus. Recognising the need for high quality diagnostics to nip developing health problems in the bud, Apollo offers a wide spectrum of tests through its hospital and clinic facilities across the country.

To expand the offering and increase its accessibility to a wider network of patients and doctors, Apollo Hospitals is now launching Apollo Diagnostics, a service fully dedicated to providing diagnostics for all age groups. The diagnostic services provide Apollo’s healthcare practitioners with information about the presence, severity and cause of diseases in patients.

A team of expert pathology technologists and state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment, guided by Apollo’s 30-year legacy of excellence, ensure the quality and accuracy of test results. In AHLL, 3.5 million diagnostic tests are delivered every year and 95% of patients have rated AHLL excellent in diagnostic and patient service.

The focus is on delivering expertise that empowers doctors to make informed decisions, and patients with the truth about their health status.

WHY APOLLO DIAGNOSTICS
1. Assurance of Apollo quality – testing done in owned, hi-end laboratories.
2. Quick processing and timely turnaround.
4. Standardisation.
5. Well-trained staff.

To know more - www.apollodiagnostics.in
Dialysis clinic

“Apollo Dialysis Clinic” is promoted with the vision of extending dialysis treatment to places which are convenient for patients, by stepping in to their neighborhood to deliver quality renal care. Apollo has set up state-of-the-art Dialysis Centers across the country with high standards and treatment outcomes that are at par with the western world. We also operate centres under Public-Private Partnership (PPP Model) with various central and state governments.
The health of an individual is defined not merely through the absence of disease, but by the complete physical, social, mental and spiritual well-being of the individual. However, achieving good health is now increasingly difficult considering that we live in an age where the rigours of life are multifold. Today’s lifestyle brings with it a host of disorders as a result of unhealthy eating habits, lack of exercise, a polluted environment and professional stress.

At Apollo Life Center, we believe that preventive healthcare is the only answer and a life of optimum health. Located in Nugambakkam, Apollo Life Center is a Luxe wellness Oasis, combining sleek modern design, lavish amenities, state of the art equipment, creative wellness programmes complimented an expert trainers and unparalleled guest services.

The chartered physiotherapists at Apollo Life Studio are experts in human movement and anatomy are able to assess and treat the underlying causes of pain.

To know more - www.apollolife.com
As a partner in your health journey, Apollo Hospitals now extends its trusted healthcare service, right at your home, in just 1 hour!

Through this initiative, we aim to make services like doctor on call, physiotherapy treatment and home nursing services, easily accessible at home as compared to getting an appointment and visiting the hospital amidst an active schedule.

• Physiotherapy treatment • Home nursing services

www.apollohomecare.com
THE ADVANTAGE OF GENUINE QUALITY, CONTINUOUS INNOVATIONS AND VALUE ADDITIONS. APOLLO PHARMACIES - INDIA’S FIRST AND LARGEST PHARMACY NETWORK.

• Over 2500 Pharmacies • 24x7 service

Apollo Pharmacy, a division of Apollo Hospitals Enterprise Ltd., is India’s first and largest branded pharmacy network, with over 2500 outlets in key locations. Accredited with an International Quality Certification, Apollo Pharmacy offers genuine medicines round-the-clock, through their 24 hour pharmacies. Apollo Pharmacy, now with Nurse Station also provides quality care at any time of the day.

The first Apollo Pharmacy opened in Chennai in 1983. Since then, millions of customers have been touched through the extensive pharmacy chain. The retail experience, customer-focused service and brand values make Apollo Pharmacies the preferred choice for millions.
With the vision of bringing healthcare of international standards within the reach of every individual, Apollo Telehealth Services (ATHS) has quietly revolutionised healthcare. It has brought healthcare within the reach of remote locations, shrinking distances and improving turnaround time. By synergising healthcare services, Information & Communication Technologies (ICT), medical equipment and patient information system, ATHS is tapping its full potential in delivering and reaching remote and inaccessible locations as well as meeting urban healthcare needs. It helps bridge geographical barriers with technology, enabling the digitalisation of healthcare services. Currently, under the common brand name ‘Apollo Teleclinics’, it is one of the world’s largest and oldest multi-speciality telemedicine networks in South Asia.

Apollo provides specialised solutions like Tele-consults, Tele-radiology, Tele-cardiology, Tele-Disease Management and others, empowering the remotely located consumer to avail of specialised monitoring and guidance from Apollo’s world renowned doctors. Telemedicine facilitates access to quality medical/speciality services irrespective of the location of the patient across the globe. We support disease management for NCDs like Diabetes, Asthma among others, where regular monitoring is carried out through a smartphone application integrated with the hospital ecosystem. We are also providing health monitoring devices for remote patient monitoring.

Apollo TeleHealth powered the largest multi-specialty tele health camp through its unique "Hospital on wheels" in Ajmer, Surat, Bodi and Srirangam. In just two days, over 70,000 people from Ajmer and surrounding areas were given medical consultancy and treatment. With about 100,000 teleconsults in more than 25 specialities through more than 150 tele-clinics, Apollo has now undertaken to provide telehealth to over 60,000 functioning Rural Teleclinics as a part of the “Digital India” drive under the aegis of Prime Minister of India’s Telemedicine initiative. Through this initiative “SEHAT” (Social Endeavour for Healthcare & Telemedicine) ATHS has reached out to 360 million people across the country.

Today ATHS is providing Tele Emergency and Tele Speciality services to remote, unreachable areas in the Himalayas at a height of around 12,000 feet above sea level. This first of its kind initiative has been presented as a “Best Practice” in the National Summit by National Health Systems Resource Centre (NHSRC). Through this and other such projects on a PPP model, ATHS enables community linkage for patient sensitisation and mobilisation, turnkey approach for Clinical, Technology and Service delivery deployment.

All these services are seamlessly stitched into any healthcare system of the world bringing down the cost of delivery as well as providing continuum of care.

www.apollotelehealth.com
Apollo Munich Health Insurance is a joint venture between Apollo Hospitals Group and Munich Health, Munich Re's newest business segment. The Apollo Hospitals Group is Asia's largest integrated healthcare provider, while Munich Health draws on Munich Re's insurance and reinsurance competence in more than 40 countries. This combination creates a health insurance powerhouse that understands healthcare and insurance.

Apollo Munich offers products to individuals and Corporates across the country. Let's Uncomplicate is the company’s belief and journey. It is positioned as a straight-forward, user-friendly and hassle-free health insurance provider that strives to consistently tackle concerns faced by people when it comes to healthcare and health insurance. The company focuses on an easy and uncomplicated process for people seeking comprehensive health insurance for themselves and their loved ones.

Apollo Munich's policies have been acknowledged by a leading publication in India wherein three of its plans have received a 5 star rating. The company is also rated as the second best insurance company in India to work for by Great Places To Work and has one of the fastest claims payment turnaround time in the industry.
APOLLO MUNICH HEALTH INSURANCE

INNOVATIVE INSURANCE, WITH A FRESH NEW SPEAK. UNIQUE PRODUCTS THAT THINK. INDEED, LET'S UNCOMPLICATE.
A CHARISMATIC LEADER. ONE TOWERING VISION. A REVOLUTION WAS UNDERWAY.

The pursuit of life’s dreams is a domain that belongs exclusively to the heart and the Apollo story is ‘all heart’. In the late seventies, Dr. Prathap C Reddy, a leading cardiologist at Boston USA, chose to give it all up and return to India at his father’s behest and the proverbial ‘voice inside’ led him back to his own nation and people.

Back in India, Dr. Reddy faced the daily frustration of trying to work in a healthcare infrastructure that just wasn’t on par. Things came to a head when he tragically lost a patient to this very lack of quality healthcare. This triggered a revolution – one that started within him, and soon encompassed the nation. Dr. Prathap C Reddy led a small team of doctors and started Apollo Hospitals. That was 1983. It was the start of corporatised healthcare in India.

In the years since then, his dream – Apollo Hospitals – has achieved many things. It is the symbol of India’s healthcare revolution, it has always kept its promise of first world healthcare at emerging world prices. It is leading a movement to take healthcare to a billion people. Most importantly, with Dr. Reddy at its helm, it has given millions the magical medicine of hope.

The Government of India conferred the Padma Vibhushan, the second highest civilian award on Dr. Prathap C Reddy in recognition of his exceptional and distinguished service to the nation.

Healer, by Pranay Gupte captures the life and times of Prathap C. Reddy, Founder Chairman, Apollo Hospitals. It details the different aspects of this remarkable story, and this journey that transformed Indian healthcare. The author followed Dr Reddy around India for a whole year to write the book. It looks mostly at his early life, leading
up to a historic date, September 18, 1983, when Apollo's first hospital in Chennai, was inaugurated by Giani Zail Singh, the then Indian President.

The Healer is the story of one man's will and determination. The entire Apollo Family has been privileged to be part of his quest. The biography helps one understand better what made Dr. Reddy the man he is – 'Healer, Dr. Prathap Chandra Reddy and the transformation of India'.
Dr. Reddy, you are in the service of mankind – may God bless you and grant you eternal strength.

-Mother Teresa

AN INSTITUTION OF TRUST.
A BEACON OF HOPE TO SO MANY SEARCHING FOR A CURE, FOR A MIRACLE!
With a significant presence at every touchpoint of the medical value chain, the Apollo Hospitals Group is the most trusted healthcare provider in the whole of Asia. The numbers tell a flattering tale. However, the story that lies behind the numbers is no less vital. We have touched over 45 million lives.

True to its founding principles, the Group has made quality healthcare accessible to the people of India, and even overseas. It has become an institution of trust, and a beacon of hope to so many searching for a cure, for a miracle!

The legacy of touching and enriching lives stems from the pillars of the Apollo philosophy - Experience, Excellence, Expertise and Research. We pride ourselves for constantly being on the cutting edge, and going that extra mile to stay relevant and revolutionary. To influence change, by being at the helm of several sterling developments in Indian healthcare.
THE NATION HAS RECOGNISED DR. PRATHAP C REDDY’S PIONEERING CONTRIBUTION TO INDIAN HEALTHCARE AND HAS CONFERRED UPON HIM THE PADMA VIBHUSHAN.
Over 3 decades, the Apollo Hospitals Group has touched over 50 million lives, across 121 countries. It has helped redefine Indian healthcare and has become Asia’s most trusted healthcare provider.

The Government of India has honoured Apollo Hospitals with the Apollo Commemorative Postage Stamp felicitating the Group’s pioneering spirit, commitment to healthcare and service to the nation. The nation has recognised Dr. Prathap C Reddy’s pioneering contribution to Indian healthcare and has conferred upon him the Padma Vibhushan. It is said recognition is the greatest motivator and this tribute is the encouragement we needed as we embark on our vision of touching a billion lives.
The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.

- Robert Frost
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening